Stereological image analysis of cultured human melanocytes observed by transmission electron microscopy.
The aims of the study were to write an image analysis (IA) program allowing the stereological quantification of human epidermal melanocyte melanization at the ultrastructural level and to specify the suitable preparative methods, in keeping with IA limits and stereological principles. Micrographs of cultured human melanocytes obtained in transmission electron microscopy were digitized with a scanner. The key step of the designed IA program is a thresholding based on the gray levels. Hence, gray level histograms (pixel frequency as a function of gray level) of melanocyte images exhibit a peak specific to melanin. The gray level thresholding used consists in isolating the melanin pixels that form profiles on a binary image and in storing the numerical data produced for a given melanocyte profile. These primary data are used to calculate numerous parameters via stereology with melanocyte cytoplasm and melanized melanosome as main reference spaces. The most important stereological parameters obtained are v(mi,cy) (melanin volume per average cell), v(mi,m) (melanin volume per average melanized melanosome), and nm (number of melanized melanosomes per average cell), and their validity is discussed. Melanocytes embedded in situ were abandoned for stereological reasons but pelleted melanocytes were found suitable. Using this computerized tool and stereology, we are able to perform quantitative studies producing varied data even from small cell samples. To our knowledge, this is the first stereological approach for quantifying intracellular melanization. A quantitative comparison of spectrophotometrical results (melanin assay) with stereological results obtained in ultraviolet B-irradiated Caucasian epidermal melanocytes will be performed in order to appraise this method.